MEDICAL CENTER
An affiliation agreement between the medical school and Grace-New Haven Hospital in 1965 created Yale-New Haven Hospital, which expanded in 1993 with the opening of the Children’s Hospital and again in 2000 with the acquisition of the Psychiatric Hospital. The medical campus has grown over the years to include or abut the institutions listed at left. Four miles away in West Haven, the affiliated VA Connecticut Healthcare System maintains active clinical, research and education programs in conjunction with many medical school departments. Extensive maps and directions to medical center destinations are available online at info.med.yale.edu.

- To find a Yale doctor, visit the Yale Medical Group online at yalemedicalgroup.org, or call (877) YALEMEDS or (203) 785-2600.
- For information on medical school admissions, visit medicine.yale.edu/admissions, or call (203) 785-2843.
- For news about the school, visit medicine.yale.edu. Media inquiries should be directed to the Office of Public Affairs at (203) 432-1345. Media inquiries supported by a principal gift from Yale College alumnus Joel E. Houck at (203) 436-8560.
- For news about the school, consult the online directory at medicine.yale.edu/phonebook, or call directory assistance at (203) 432-4770. To give to the School of Medicine, please visit yaledonate.yale.edu and select Ways to Give, or call Nancy Houck at (203) 436-8940.

New Haven Publics (2005) 130,345
Distance from:
Nashua, NH 80 miles
Boston 137 miles

University profile
Facility Yale Univ. YSM
Staff Yale Univ. 8,695
Students Yale Univ. 11,545

Operating revenue
Yale Univ. $1.16 billion
YSM $866 million

Community service
The majority of students volunteer for at least one of the school’s many community service projects, including Hill Regional High School partnership, Anatomy Teaching Program and Homelessness Assistance, including students and the school’s Student-run free clinic.

Free care provided to Yale-New Haven residents in 2007: $4.7 million

YALE UNIVERSITY AND NEW HAVEN
The School of Medicine is located immediately adjacent to the main campus of Yale University, one of the world’s great institutions of higher learning. With a residential college system modeled after those of Cambridge and Oxford, the undergraduate school is complemented by the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, the Faculty of Engineering and 10 professional schools, including Medicine, Nursing, Law, Management, Divinity, and Forestry and Environmental Studies, which offer joint degrees. In 2007, Yale acquired the 136-acre former Bayer Healthcare campus in West Haven, which contains 405,000 square feet of newly constructed space.

Established in 1788, New Haven was the first planned municipality in America, organized geographically in nine squares, including a picturesque Green. Today, New Haven is a vibrant coastal city located on Long Island Sound between New York and Boston. Cultural opportunities abound, from dance, theater and music to the treasures of Yale’s art and natural history museums.

FINANCES
The School of Medicine had operating income of $590.6 million in 2007. The school continues to derive the largest portion of its revenues from sponsored research and ranked among the top handful of medical schools receiving research funding from the NIH in 2007. Clinical activities sustained the robust performance of the previous year, with $412 million of new capital funding and $134 million in capital expenditures and benefits for faculty, fellows and staff.

Income (in millions)
Total $908.6

Endowment income $12.1
Other $15.2
Royalty $1.4

Salaries and benefits $412.4
Tuition and fees $253.3

Endowment

For news about the school, consult the online directory at medicine.yale.edu/phonebook, or call directory assistance at (203) 432-4770. To give to the School of Medicine, please visit yaledonate.yale.edu and select Ways to Give, or call Nancy Houck at (203) 436-8940.
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The School of Medicine educates future leaders in medicine, public health, and biomedical science enrolled in its MD and other degree programs (at least 120). The MD program follows a unique educational philosophy established in the 1920s by Dean Milton C. Winternitz, MD, known for his emphasis on critical thinking and independent student research. Since 1924, it has occupied Sterling Hall on Grove Street, then at 150 York Street. In 2007, the School of Medicine moved into a new academic building, the Anlyan Center, opening to 1326, as well as thousands of incunabula, journals, posters, and other original materials.

The Medical Historical Library houses books dating back to 1300, totaling $485.2 million in 1998 to $485.2 million in 2008.

Two Yale-named biotech companies (52 countries) 423
Affiliated hospitals 12
Yale-New Haven Hospital

Tuition, 2005–2008 $40,720
Average debt, 2007 graduates $115,385
Average debt, 2007–2008 $40,720
Tuition, 2007 graduates $115,385

The New research of Yale doctors provide advanced care in more than 100 specialty practices in the nation, including organ transplantation, minimally invasive surgery and state-of-the-art cancer care. Yale's historical contributions to medicine include the first X-ray performed in the United States, the first successful use of penicillin in America, the first use of cancer chemotherapy, and the introduction of fetal heart monitoring, natural childbirth and newborn rooming-in. Yale doctors designed the first artificial heart pump and the first insulin infusion pump for diabetes, and it was here that the means of transmission of the polio virus was first identified, paving the way for the Salk vaccine. Lyme disease was identified by two Yale physicians in 1975.